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Abstract—The tsunami of data spans over the network is now coined with the term “Big Data”. The problems faced by Big Data during data acquisition are Privacy, Security, Complexity, Heterogeneity, Storage etc. Which data to keep and which data to discard is also a big question regarding Big Data since some data are not stored in structured format. In Social networking like Facebook, twitter, Whatsapp etc, the data communication takes place only in unstructured format and so later the conversion and interpretation of those data into presentation of results is a very clear bottleneck [1]. So Big Data analysis now pulls every aspect of our usage like retail marketing, mobile services, financial services, life sciences, production and sales. So the real challenge is to get a maximum out of the data available already and predicts the nature of data to be collected as per future need. Mostly read transactions outlay write transactions over the storage of data. So this paper proposes a new methodology “Read Polling Algorithm” to perform the read operation effectively and efficiently for retrieving correct data to the intended user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The data that constitutes big data stores can come from sources that include desktop, social media, web sites, scientific experiments, mobile apps, sensors and other devices in the Internet Of Things (IoT) etc [2]. The concept of big data arrives with a reorientation of components that facilitates the organizations to solve a number of business problems and to place the data for practical use. The components of Big Data includes related skill sets, technologies needed for big data projects, the analytics applied to the data, the IT infrastructure needed to support big data, and the actual use cases that make sense for big data. If no proper analysis is carried out, the data so far collected will only stored as a bunch of data with limited use. If we apply effective analytics to big data, organizations really enjoy new dimensioned benefits like good turnover, improved sales, satisfied customer service, greater efficiency, and an edge over revenue in business markets. [3]. Data analytics includes the extensive examination of data sets with necessary insights; provide conclusions about what they enclosed like trends and predictions about their future proposal. By analyzing data, organizations can make better-informed business decisions such as how, where and when to do a campaign on marketing and to introduce a new product. Analytics may be referred as basic business intelligence applications or more advanced predictive analytics used by scientific and research firms. One of the advanced types of data analytics is data mining, where specialists is exposed to large data sets to identify relationships, patterns, and trends.

Data analytics may perform either extensive data analytics to notify the data patterns and relationship among them or confirmatory data analysis by applying statistical methods to check if an assumption about a data set is true or false [4]. Another flavor is quantitative data analysis about numerical data that has quantifiable variables and can be compared statistically and qualitative data analysis focusing on non-numerical data supporting formats like video, images, and text. Data storage provides an innovative storage infrastructure that is designed especially to store, manage and retrieve big data. Today data storage supports the storage and arrangement of extensive and big data in such a way to access simply and easily (ie) used by big data applications and services [5]. Data cluster will also able to flexibly scale as required. Direct Attached Storage (DAS) pools or Network Attached Storage (NAS) supports the massive big data storage design based on object format. The storage infrastructure is connected to computing server nodes that change fast process and retrieval of massive quantities of data. Moreover, the most massive data storage infrastructures have native support for large data analytics solutions like Hadoop, Cassandra and NoSQL [6].

Data processing relates to the utilization of data sets to handle the collection and reporting of data for business aspects and for requested users. Data mining refers to the process of inquiring massive data sets to seem for related information [7]. This event is an apt example of the axiom "looking for a needle in a haystack." Decision makers would like access to narrowed domain specific pieces of data from large data sets. They use data processing to uncover the items of data that may inform leadership and facilitate chart the course for a business. Data mining involves the utilization of various forms of software packages like analytics tools. Data mining tools are often machine controlled, or labor-intensive (people-centric), where individual workers send queries for data are archived in database [8]. Data mining means the operations including a set of compact search methods that return targeted and specific results. A data mining tool may account cumulative data for more years to find the performance of the system based upon certain parameter for a specific period of time. Hence data mining acts as a “handler” of that analysis and is used to provide required
results and outsized data cluster is the asset. The following are the technologies that support the manipulation of voluminous data over network.

- **Hadoop**: One of the main components in Big Data terminology is Apache Hadoop. Hadoop is the collection of software frameworks and libraries to control and process large data from centralized server to a number of clients. Hadoop comes under the category of open source project from apache with a significant and constant improvement in performance over years. It simplifies and easily manages the processing and controlling large amount of structured data and unstructured data at an affordable rate [9].

- **MapReduce**: Google introduced MapReduce in order to create large amount of indexes for web search. MapReduce provides the basic software framework which will help in writing application for processing either structured or unstructured data over the internet with a rate of high fault tolerance [10]. MapReduce receives a query, segments that query into parts and assign the parts to be solved by multiple machines. The answer submitted by the multiple machines will be clubbed to form the result of the query and hence it is easy to maintain large data by dividing the data among various machines through the popular distributed query processing.

- **HDFS**: HDFS stands for Hadoop Distributed File System, a Java based file system used to handle any sort of data format in clusters controlled by distributed servers. There is no strict rule over the data to be stored (ie) either fully unstructured of purely structured. Turning of inputted data to meaningful data is in the hands of developer’s code that handles HDFS. HDFS guarantees a reliable fault tolerant atmosphere using low cost hardware [11].

- **Hive**: Hive was first developed by Facebook and now it is announced as open source for certain time period. Hive acts as an interface between Hadoop and SQL. It is applied to form queries in SQL over clusters maintained by Hadoop using a native interface for SQL termed as HiveQ [12]. Apache Hive performs like a data warehouse to design adhoc queries, give summary about data and analyze large data sets stored in compatible file systems of Hadoop.

- **Pig**: Yahoo introduced Pig initially which was later emerged as open-source software. It provides an interface to submit query up on Hadoop data. But in addition to that, it maintains a script documentation to set Hadoop data accessible by business persons and software developers [13]. A high level programming platform is given by Apache Pig for developers to process, control and regularizes Big Data using user-defined procedures and programming skills.

**II. METHODOLOGY**

Database tuning aims to maximize use of resources to perform work rapidly and efficiently. Some types of replication techniques allow the concept of dynamic ownership of data. Here the right to update the replicated data moves from one node to other node in the cluster (ie) only one node owns the right for update. [14]. Dynamic ownership would be appropriate policy since business activities move across different time zones and when the data processing follows a work flow system across business subsystems supported by heterogeneous database servers. Push strategy is the procedure where the master server leads the write transactions upon its subordinates [15]. Queries about stored data must be responded within no time, update the data by different clients must be done with consistency, and reading sensitive parts of the data must be restricted from unauthorized users. The owner of the data must secure the data from inconsistency operated by clients accessing the data simultaneously. If programs accessing the data are written to support such consistency, this will be an add-on value to their complexity. Basic read operation is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure-1: Basic Read Operation](image)

The swim lane diagram in Figure-2 explains the steps carried out for performing a read operation in clusters.
In all file transactions involving huge amount of data, more care is given to write operation in order to reflect correct data on the data source. This is because the user expects that the read operation issued should retrieve accurate answer instead of approximate one and this can be guaranteed if and only if the write operation executed earlier should be done without any flaw. In all databases, usually read transactions dominate write (i.e.) queries will be more than other operations. So a database must be tuned to retrieve the requested data within no time. Hence this paper proposed a method called “Read Polling Algorithm” which will retrieve data from the source file more quickly.

Figure-2: Read Operation in Read Polling Algorithm

It is evident that there is a head node for each cluster. The head node co-ordinates all the transactions routed to the cluster. Consider a read operation is given to a cluster of “m” nodes. The read transaction carries the data source details upon which the query has to be executed. The head node consults with the transaction synchronizer to know the statistics that in how many member nodes the write transaction is under progress upon the said database. Let “n” be the number given by the transaction synchronizer for the
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statistics asked by the head node.

**Step 1:** Now head node comes to a conclusion to submit the read query to “m-n” nodes in order to preserve mutual exclusion property between read and write. The head node starts the acknowledgement session phase to get the consent from the member nodes by setting a fixed time duration to submit their response. After getting the read query from the head node, the member nodes will check whether the row lock bit status in its data source as “locked” or “unlocked”. Locked is denoted by +1 while unlocked is by 0. If the requested row is unlocked, it denotes that the member node is eligible to participate in read operation. So it sends acknowledgement to its head node to confirm its registration. If the requested row is locked, it means the member node is not eligible to participate in read query. So it will not respond to its head node. As the acknowledgement session time outs, thereafter the head node will not accept any acknowledgement further from its member nodes and count the number of acknowledgements so far received (say “x”). The working of Step-1 is depicted diagrammatically in Figure-3.

**Step 2:** If x=0, it implies that no member node participates in the forthcoming read operation. So the head node will queue that read query in the waiting queue.

If x=1, it implies that only one member node is ready to participate in the read query and so the head node asks to give the value from that member node. Now the member node will lock the requested row(s) as +1, read the required column(s), built the read query and send to the head node as the result. If x>1, it implies that more than one member node is willing to respond to that read query. In order to tackle the competition among the ready member nodes, the head node asks them to submit the write timestamp for the requested row. The head node sorts all the write timestamp in non-increasing order and pick out the first (latest) value. The member node holding that selected value is the winner (Figure-4). Now the member node will lock the requested row(s) as +1, read the required column(s), built the query and send the result to the head node.

**Step 3:** The head node acknowledges the result and the corresponding member node unlocks the row bit as 0 (Figure-5).

Since the read operation is executed after forming a membership among the member nodes by getting their permission for participation without forcing them, this algorithm is called as “Read Polling algorithm”.

When a read request is invoked by a node i, a quorum Q of the corresponding row is selected. Nodes belonging to this quorum communicate to each other until a selection of latest value is found, forward the selected last value to the primary server, and then the acknowledgement is given by the primary to the respective replica node of the tree T of quorum Q.

\[
\text{Cost}_{\text{Read}_i} = (N - 1) \left( \sum \text{Select}_{j,i} + \text{Fw}_{i,j} + \text{Ack}_{j,i} \right)
\]

N: Number of nodes in the quorum Q of the tree T.

Cost \(_{\text{Read}_i}\): Cost of the read initiated by the node i (primary server) over the quorum Q of the tree T.

\(\text{Select}_{j,i}\): Selection cost of the latest value to be read from the node j to the node i.

\(\text{Fw}_{i,j}\): Forward the selected value from the node i to the node j.

\(\text{Ack}_{j,i}\): Acknowledgement cost from the node j to the node i.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to study about the read performance by Read Polling algorithm, a set of transactions with 100% read transactions is given for execution at secondary servers 1, 2 and 4. The result is tabulated in table-1 and figure-6 shows the corresponding graph.

Table 1: 100% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. TXN</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Read Polling Algorithm (in seconds)</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Traditional Randomized Operation (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.3901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.4542</td>
<td>0.5041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.6586</td>
<td>0.6914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
<td>1.0197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.4639</td>
<td>1.5334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2.2754</td>
<td>2.3114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3.7871</td>
<td>3.8623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-6: 100% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers

A set of transactions with 70% read transactions is given for execution at secondary servers 1, 2 and 4. The result is tabulated in table-2 and figure-6 shows the related graph.

Table 2: 70% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. TXN</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Read Polling Algorithm (in seconds)</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Traditional Randomized Operation (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1478</td>
<td>0.1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.2907</td>
<td>0.2944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.5096</td>
<td>0.5362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.6371</td>
<td>0.6427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.9972</td>
<td>1.0778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1.7845</td>
<td>1.8131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2.7304</td>
<td>2.789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-7: 70% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers

A set of transactions with 50% read transactions is given for secondary servers 1, 2 and 4. The result is tabulated in table-3 and figure-8 shows the corresponding graph.

Table 3: 50% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. TXN</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Read Polling Algorithm (in seconds)</th>
<th>Run Time for Read Operation by Traditional Randomized Operation (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2764</td>
<td>0.2835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.4509</td>
<td>0.5506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.6319</td>
<td>0.6816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.8503</td>
<td>0.9116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.3086</td>
<td>1.3506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2.1973</td>
<td>2.2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3.6092</td>
<td>3.6513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-8: 50% Read Dominant Transactions at 1, 2 and 4 Secondary Servers
There are many read algorithms in practice for cloud databases to retrieve the values stored at the database like Randomized, Round-Robin etc. Randomized algorithm will choose a secondary server in random and route the read there. If read is possible, it will give the required data else the algorithm will have to try for next secondary server suitable for same read. If the first secondary server selected gives the data, the randomized will give a best performance of O (1) else it will have to try at all secondary servers giving a worst time complexity of O (n). But in the developed Read Polling algorithm, only the formation of read set will take some non-zero amount of time. But after the formation of read set servers, at least one server among them will yield a correct and updated data without fail. The comparison done between the two algorithms are given in table-4 and a graph is plotted accordingly in figure-9.

### Table 4: Average time taken by two algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Response Time</th>
<th>Number of Transaction</th>
<th>Read Polling Algorithm</th>
<th>Randomized Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 to 500</td>
<td>1.961</td>
<td>2.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 to 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure-9: Randomized algorithm Vs Read Polling algorithm**

**IV, CONCLUSION**

The concept of big data has been flourishing in near past as many organizations involved in collecting data from their business, apply analytics and capture statistics in order to improve their business. The data analytics improves speed and efficiency obviously in taking smart and adhoc decisions. Eventually the performance of the organization has been geared and tuned to run faster and remain agile than ever before with less cost of storage and thereby producing new products as per customer needs. The available data sets are so big in size and complex in nature so that traditional data processing tools are not capable of capturing, managing, manipulating and recognizing the data within a reasonable period. These data sets can include the formats like unstructured data, structured data and semi-structured data, each of which has its own significance. So this paper proposes a new algorithm to retrieve correct data within no time to satisfy user’s requirements.
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